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Address Technoplus Verarbeitungstechnik GmbH 
Lerchenauerstrasse 69 
6923 Lauterach

Country Austria

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Do you know our new one already? Technoplus Drillmaster 
….the practical helper for professional glass working! 

our new glass manufacturing machine 

Newly developed/highlight! 

Persistent glass working from one side 
Technical data:  

Measurement WxTxH: 200cm x 100cm x 240 cm 
Weight: 2000kg 
Bore diameter: as needed by CNC control unit 
Cutout: as needed by CNC control unit 
Movement: all via actuator 
Rotation speed of the milling spindle: 0-15000 rpm 
Glass size: from 3-25mm 
Processing height: up to 1300 mm (bigger glass can be used since the machine is open on top) 
Edge working: milling, curves…(by the use of different tool geometry) 
Tools: 3 pc hollow drill with special geometry for one-sided working (drilling, milling etc. with only one tool)

Advantages:

Little space requirement due to vertical built 
Flexible and rational working due to one-sided glass processing 
Little amount of tools and tool exchange needed 
Automatic positioning of the glass 
User friendly input via touchpanel 
Due to modular construction the machine may be extended anytime

CAD/CAM system 
Network compatibility and data exchange with external processor 
Extension modulus 1000mm or 2000mm, right/left 
Extension modulus 2000mm, with precision drive mechanism or as a pulley modulus  
Build your own DRILLMASTER with us!

The customer’s benefit is our priority. That’s why all our machines are matched and realised with our customer’s needs. So your ideas and wishes are
put directly into our plans and we will get the most cost average effect for you.

Advantages:

Designed by your applications 
Applied, process optimizing and cost efficient 
Different adaptations are possible 
Modular and designed for your needs
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